Spare Parts Surgery—Salvage of a Below Knee Amputation Stump
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ABSTRACT

“Spare parts surgery” is well-described in the plastic surgery literature. In the setting of trauma, otherwise discarded parts can be utilized for reconstruction resulting in a superior functional and aesthetic outcome for the patient. We describe the use of spare part surgery in order to preserve a functional knee articulation in a patient undergoing amputation for compartment.
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1. Introduction

Lower limb amputation is commonly required for trauma, ischaemia, infection and tumour. Below knee amputation (BKA) is considered superior to above knee amputation (AKA) with regards to both metabolic requirements of ambulation and aesthetics. The requirements of a BKA stump include a functional knee joint, adequate tibial length and a well-padded, sensate, sturdy stump able to fit a prosthesis and withstand stresses of ambulation. When these requirements cannot be met, AKA is usually the only option. Use of a composite flap harvested from the otherwise discarded part is well accepted. We present use of a free sole of foot flap raised from the amputated limb to provide adequate wound coverage. This type of “spare parts” surgery resulted in the maximal functional and aesthetic outcome possible for our patient.

2. Case Report

A 34 year-old male intravenous drug user (IVDU) presented to our hospital with acute compartment syndrome of the right lower limb. This followed an unspecified period of unconsciousness during which the patient’s limb was crushed beneath a television set. At presentation the patient was alert but disorientated and in severe pain. He was afebrile, tachycardic and hypotensive. His right lower limb was severely swollen with tense, tight compartments, paralysis and severe pain with passive movement. There was altered sensation in the sural, tibial and common peroneal nerve distributions. Dorsalis pedis and posterior tibial pulsations were present. Radiographs demonstrated no fracture. The patient was in acute renal failure with a creatinine of 259 umol/L and creatinine kinase of 149863 IU/L.

The patient was resuscitated and taken to theatre for decompression. Thigh fasciotomy was performed through a longitudinal incision over the lateral compartment. Thigh muscles were seen to be viable, bleeding and reactive to stimulation. Leg fasciotomies were performed by standard two-incision technique. At the time all muscles were noted to be discoloured and minimally reactive to stimulation. Foot fasciotomies were not performed. Minimal debridement was performed and wounds were dressed with vacuum assisted closure (VAC©) dressings and the patient transferred to the intensive care unit for further management.

Thirty-six hours after initial surgery, the patient was returned to theatre for debridement. At this operation all thigh muscles were viable while only the medial gastrocnemius muscle was viable in the leg. Over the following nine days the patient was taken to theatre three times for serial debridement of necrotic muscles with preservation of anterior tibial, posterior tibial and peroneal neurovascular bundles. Given the severity of the injury and lack of useful leg motors, the decision was made to proceed with amputation.

At the time of amputation it was found that the remnant medial head of gastrocnemius would not provide sufficient coverage for a below knee stump. To avoid AKA, while providing a well-padded and stable stump, the sole of foot was harvested as a free flap. The posterior tibial neurovascular bundle was isolated posterior to the medial malleolus with release of the flexor retinaculum and dissection into the sole of the foot. The skin/muscle
flap was then raised to include the heel pad and extended to the metatarsal heads. The plane of dissection was superficial to the interosseous muscles (Figure 1). The tourniquet was subsequently released to demonstrate perfusion of the flap prior to division of the vessels and nerve. Amputation was then performed and the flap inset with the heel pad overlying the tibial stump. Vascular anastomosis was performed end-to-end to the posterior tibial vessels using 8/0 monofilament nylon and the tibial nerve coapted to the proximal tibial nerve using 8/0 monofilament.

Postoperatively the patient had an uneventful recovery with transfer to rehabilitation at day 14 (Figure 2). At 6 months the flap is well healed with improving sensation to the skin flap and satisfactory weight-bearing within a prosthesis (Figure 3).

3. Discussion

Lower limb amputation comes at significant cost to both the patient and to the community. For patients, the psychological, emotional and physical costs of limb amputation are significant. They experience physical pain and emotional stress while recovering from surgery and during the rehabilitation phase. They face significant alteration of their lifestyle, loss of physical capabilities, the
need for occupational re-training and potential difficulties with social reintegration [1]. Socioeconomically, limb amputation has been demonstrated to be more expensive than limb salvage [2]. Consequently, amputation remains the choice of last resort.

Amputation level has significant impact on patient re-habilitation with BKA well recognized as being functionally and aesthetically superior to AKA. Functionally, unilateral amputation, distal amputation level and younger age has been shown to be predictive of better walking ability [3]. Comparison of metabolic requirements of walking within a prosthesis also demonstrates energy expenditure of trans-tibial amputees to be the lowest with trans-femoral amputees the highest [4]. Hence, when possible, BKA remains the amputation level of choice. This requires a functional knee articulation, sufficient tibial length and adequate soft tissue coverage to provide a well-padded, robust and ideally sensate stump able to withstand the rigours of ambulating within a prosthesis. If the soft tissue requirements cannot be met then further tibial shortening, through-knee amputation, AKA or free tissue transfer become the only remaining options.

“Soare part” surgery is well described in the literature [5-8]. In the setting of lower limb amputation with inadequate soft tissue coverage use of tissue from the amputated segment allows preservation of functional length of the stump without additional donor site morbidity. Numerous fillet flaps have been described with the fillet sole flap considered ideal for resurfacing of a BKA stump. By definition, fillet flaps are axial pattern flaps that can function as composite tissue transfers for reconstruction of complex defects [9]. The fillet sole flap can be easily raised on the posterior tibial neurovascular pedicle and provides adequate size, soft tissue bulk, stability and strength to withstand the shear forces associated with walking. In our patient a dorsalis pedis flap or perforator-based fasciocutaneous flap could have also been used for re-surfacing but these would have lacked the bulk and strength of the heel pad/sole of foot. Use of the “soare part” provides single stage reconstruction, relative ease of flap dissection and no further donor site morbidity in a patient already undergoing major surgery. With a two-team approach, operative time can be further shortened with harvesting of the flap performed on a side table after amputation of the limb.

While this flap could have been raised as a pedicled flap, preserving continuity of the tibial nerve, this would introduce the difficulties of lengthy dissection within an inflamed field, pedicle redundancy and risk of kinking during flap inset.

4. Conclusion

The advantages of this type of surgery are obvious. Besides the avoidance of donor site morbidity, the other goals of BKA are met giving patients maximal functional and aesthetic results. In this case, the availability of the entire sole and heel pad provided an ideal salvage option—soft tissue bulk, thick durable skin, ability to withstand shear forces [2]. Tibial nerve coaptation also provides the potential for sensory reinnervation. While this option is limited in patients suffering peripheral vascular disease, it remains a superior option to AKA in patients requiring amputation for trauma, tumour and infection [3].
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